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Feasibility?  What Are The Odds?             Question: How likely is it
                that in 1977 someone with NO medical, chemical or pharmaceutical
                   experience could obtain, mix, administer and monitor a plan to
                intentionally poison a person, using cadmium with nobody finding out,
               especially when that individual was always surrounded by loving disciples
                  who were serving and caring for him 24/7?  Answer: It is very, very
                difficult to believe that there was somebody in the 1970s with that kind of
                extraordinary knowledge and precision.  And that too, doing it over a period
                of time with nobody suspecting it, when so many people are around this
               person. How is it possible that nobody had an inkling of what was hap-
              pening?  It almost looks like a kind of Hollywood or Bollywood thriller, but 
it doesn’t really look to me that it is realistic at all. It is very far-fetched.”

Dr. V.V. Pillay - Head of Analytical Toxicology AIMS, Cochin, Kerala, India

QUESTION: The P-Con is dependent on numerous “speculative possibilities” that Nico admits he just guesses about. (Thus the request for more 
evidence.)   Occams razor shaves off his convoluted projections required to keep his script propped up.  Dr. Pillay’s professional opinion is con- 
  sistent with scientific reasoning & reduces the P-Con down to an unrealistic “Bollywood Thriller!”  Do you really accept the scenario listed here
       as possible and that the “corrupt, every-man-for-himself” GBC could keep such a colossal chain of extraordinary events secret for 40 years! 

What are the P-Con 
Although the exact details are unknown, if you believe in the P-Con you
accept a series of events something similar to what is itemized below:
  1) Prior to 1977 senior disciples of HDG led ISKCON & were generally respected.
  2) They were serious, loyal, & controlled their senses for over ten years. 
  3) Something changed! These austere yogis got lured to sense gratification.
  4) Unchecked lust grew & burned into insatiable fire for absolute power.
  5) Srila Prabhupada represented ultimate power and they wanted it!
  6) No-one realized HDG had already lived 9 years longer than his demographic.
  7) Despite their austerities, they had no patience for his body to naturally fail.
  8) These rebels decided to “Kill Guru to Become Guru” at any cost! 
  9) This group conspired to devise a brilliant plan and eliminate HDG!
10) It was determined that TKG would be the lead of the P-Con coup. 
11) They had to be crafty because HDG would always have disciples around him.
12) They chose to poison HDG & blame it on diabetes & failure of kidneys/liver.
13) Popular poisons would be too obvious, the group sought the unexpected.
14) They asked Adi Kesava to see if his CIA Dad knew some notorious assassins.  
15) They did not know Adi Kesava's dad was not involved with CIA at ALL!
16) Chandra Swami was identified as Indira Gandhi’s hit man from India.   
17) In 1976 Chandra Swami had no reputation but was trusted to help the P-Con.
18) Chandra Swami agreed to help kill HDG & advised slow dispatch of cadmium (Cd)!
19) Chandra Swami knew more about Cd than EPA & OSHA & medical industry in 1976!
20) TKG got trained up by Chandra Swami without anyone wondering where he was.
21) The group somehow acquired proper Cd from rural India & kept it hidden for months.
22) Nobody noticed suspicious behavior or unexplained absences of coup conspirators.
23) The proper dose & frequency of Cd required was somehow magically determined.
24) How to deliver the Cd to HDG was determined with no chemical or medical guidance.
25) The Cd elixir was perfectly mixed also with NO model or experience to follow.
26) When and how to get HDG to ingest the Cd was carefully determined.
27) The task: Dispatch Cd to accumulate & buildup, but not so much causing instant death.
28) Nobody could ask: “Guru-ji. we gave 60 mg of Cd.  Just how sick do you feel today?”
29) This persisted at least nine months while HDG was never left alone & nobody ever got suspicious?
30) Nico makes up photophobia as Cd symptom & ignores how it impacts bones which HDG did not display.
31) When HDG skipped meals, broke routine, traveled, or met guests, & poisoning continued like clockwork.
32) HDG knew that TKG mastermind the P-Con but was too merciful to ask him to stop or send him away?
33) HDG felt disciplining TKG would lead to revolt, discouragement, outrage & a worldwide assault on GBC.
34) TKG brilliantly plotted all these details but was so dumb he narrated his crime on an audio tape he started.
35) Those intimidated into silence by TKG could come clean now & confess but nobody ever did. 
36) For over 40 years Paramatma has not compelled anyone to leak a hint about P-Con.
37) TKG's death in 2002 would have ended original P-Con but Nico changed script to keep vengeance alive. 
38) Bhakti Charu Swami then became the primary suspect to keep $$ flowing in to Nico for the P-Con.
39) Virtually everyone in the room of HDG on last days testified that P-Con is a symptom of Nico's insanity.
40) Majority of international sadhus share same unified opinion that P-Com is: “Repugnant! Vial! Nonsense!”

                                                                               Not every one of the 40 sequential steps listed 
above are essential for the P-Con to manifest.  Let's say only half of these steps were required for 
the P-Con to unfold and each step is given a 50% chance of a successful outcome.  Using these 
numbers we can calculate the odds of all the necessary steps being in place for the P-Con to occur.
                             It can be compared to flipping a coin with it landing on heads 20 times in a row. 
                              The statistical formula for that is: 

20                               P(A and B) = P(A ∩ B) = P(A)P(B) = (0.5)

Statistical Probability of P-Con

Odds = 1:1,048,578

Law of Parsimony

William Ockham
“Ockham’s Razor”

                                “No more things should 
be presumed to exist than are absolutely 
necessary. i.e. The fewer assumptions an 
explanation for phenomenon depends on 
the better the explanation.” 

Law of Economy:  

  1)	HDG had heart attacks on Jaladutta in 1965.  His body was giving notice.
  2)	By 1977 HDG had lived 9 years longer than those in his demographic group. 
  3)	HDG was diabetic and had several medical bouts while leading ISKCON. 
  4)	HDG was very wary about modern medicine and did not cater to his diabetes.
  5)	As HDG aged his liver failed to extract necessary nutrients from what he ate..
  6)	HDG's kidneys also stopped filtering his blood sending toxins back into his body. 
  7)	Kidney toxins began infecting HDG. A visitor noticed it & said he appeared poisoned.
   8) It disturbed HDG that his emaciated body was causing gossip & upset his disciples.
  9)	HDG asked:”Someone says that I have been poisoned. It's possible?”
10)	The disciples misunderstood & sought clarification”...you said today... somebody 
 gave you poison? Did you get some indication or feeling about this, or what?”25:15

11)	HDG confirmed: “… No, someone told him that this happens by giving…maybe it 
 is written in some book…”25:24 HDG didn’t say in English, Hindi or Bengali.“poison” 
12)	HDG states a (medical) book might explain his appearance as result when organs fail.
13) TKG asks more:“…you said before that it is said that you were poisoned?” 

14)	HDG firmly established he was NOT poisoned: “NO!  ”These kind of symptoms are
 seen when a man is poisoned. He said like that, ”  NOT that I am poisoned! 16:07

15)	HDG restates failing organs give appearance of poisoning“Not that poisoned!” I AM 
16)	Misrepresenting this exchange is malicious, contemptuous, & vindictive P-Con boon.
17)	By Nov.14, the organs of HDG had failed so much he collapsed from malfunction. 
18)	Further study confirms how ALL so-called P-Con evidence falls apart under scrutiny.

  Sherlock Homes knew if a theory
is opposed by a long list of opposing deductions, then, a different con-
clusion of what occurred must be considered.  In that mood, compare 
the P-Con scenario on left to more plausible sequence of events below.
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